MAS LINOL
General Description:
MAS LINOL is a water base and transpiring

Classic Effect:
Apply the paint using the special brush in

decorative paint with particular and beautiful

oblique direction from the top to bottom,

satined, antique and classic effect. Easy

alternating the strokes from right to left, in the

application helps to redecorate houses, villas,

same direction, wait 10 – 15 minutes until the

shops, flats etc…

smooth parts is dried, rough is still wet. Smooth

Major Uses:

the surface with the special spatola following the

Best applied for interior and exterior walls,

used direction. After 4 – 5 hours apply another

PVC, Steel and Wood.

coat with the same technique following the same

General Characteristics and Physical
Properties:

direction, with another direction you can obtain

Appearance
Specific Weight
Dilution
Coverage
Drying Time
VOC
Resistance
Washability
Stability

White paint
0.800 – 1.00 kg. / lit.
Ready to use
2
8 – 10 m /liter
0
3 – 4 hrs. at 20 C
37 g/L
Good
resistance
for
abrasion once hardened
Good after hardened using
water and normal detergent
Approximately one year min.
into the packaging.

Antique effect:
Follow the classic method going in horizontal or
vertical

application

one

coat

only

obtaining

satisfying your creativity.

Packaging:
Normally 4 kg, and 20 kg in plastic bucket are
available upon request.

Colour Availability:
- White base
- Premeasured colorant to get required colours.

Please ensure that the surface is properly
by

direction

beautiful effect. This product is so malleable

Application Procedure:
prepared

another effect.

of

MAS

Acrylic

Physiological Hazards:
MAS LINOL is water-based paint, nevertheless,

Masonry Primer, MAS PVA Wall Filler and

good

Mascryl

an

recommended as well as the use of safety tools

intermediate coat prior to the application of

and equipment. MAS LINOL is harmful if

MAS LINOL. It is imperative to ensure that the

swallowed. If contact with eyes or skin occurs,

surface to be coated should be free from other

wash well with fresh water and seek immediate

contaminants, oil, grease and concrete laitance.

medical advise.

(any

choices

of

colours

as

ventilation

in

working

rooms

is

The above information is given to the best of our knowledge based on laboratory test and practical experience. However, as the paint is often used under
condition beyond our control, we cannot guarantee anything but the quality of the paint itself. We reserve the right to change the given data without prior notice.

MAS PAINTS & CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
P.O. BOX NO: 23085, SAJJAH INDUSTRIAL AREA,
SHARJAH, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
TEL NO: 009716 5311777; FAX: 009716 5311330

Website : http://www.mas-paints.com
Email : masuae@emirates.net.ae

